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Brilliantly written, powerfully observed, Still Life with Bread Crumbs is a deeply 
moving and often very funny story of unexpected love, and a stunningly crafted 

journey into the life of a woman, her heart, her mind, her days, as she discovers that 
life is a story with many levels, a story that is longer and more exciting than she ever 

imagined. 

2013 Most Popular Book Club Authors 

    
 

These are just a sampling of books and authors that reached the “best of” lists 
in 2013. Books by these and other top authors will be on display during 

February.  
 

Don’t forget about the other great authors of the month listed below! 

http://annaquindlen.net/still-life-with-bread-crumbs/
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/16115612-and-the-mountains-echoed?from_choice=true
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/17802724-the-husband-s-secret?from_choice=true
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/15811568-six-years?from_choice=true
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/15811568-six-years?from_choice=true
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/17212231-inferno?from_choice=true


 
Oprah loved the powerful new novel, The Invention of Wings, by the author of The 
Secret Life of Bees so much that she selected it for Oprah's Book Club 2.0 even 
before she finished it. Find out why you'll love it too. Inspired by the true story of 
early-nineteenth-century abolitionist and suffragist Sarah Grimké, Kidd paints a 

moving portrait of two women inextricably linked by the horrors of slavery.  
 

Richard Paul Evans 

 

LOST DECEMBER is a holiday season’s novel from the man The New York Times 
crowned “the king of Christmas fiction.” This is another heartwarming, feel-good tale 

in time for the holidays… Evans’ latest is a touching redemption story. 
The Four Doors: A Guide to Joy, Freedom, and a Meaningful Life Evan’s new 

non-fiction bestseller is also available from the library. 
 

 
John Grisham takes you back to where it all began . . . 

John Grisham's A Time to Kill is one of the most popular novels 
of our time. Now we return to that famous courthouse in Clanton 

as Jake Brigance once again finds himself embroiled in a 
fiercely controversial trial-a trial that will expose old racial 

tensions and force Ford County to confront its tortured history. 

 
 

http://www.goodreads.com/book/photo/18079776-the-invention-of-wings


 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Graham launches a new series featuring antique shop owner Danni Cafferty and former 
cop turned PI, Michael Quinn. It was stolen from a New Orleans grave – the centuries-old 
bust of an evil man, a demonic man. It’s an object desired by collectors – and by those 

with wickedness in their hearts. 
Cafferty and Quinn already know that trust in others can be misplaced, that love can be 
temporary. And yet their connection is primal. Mesmerizing reading.They also know that 

their story won’t end when this case is closed and the dead rest in peace once again. 
 

 
The English Girl has topped bestseller lists all over the country! A beautiful woman is 
snatched from her vacation on Corsica. A ransom note reaches 10 Downing Street. 

An ambitious, unfaithful prime minister seriously needs a fixer. Which leads his fixers 
to art restorer and Israeli spy, Gabriel Allon, one of the more believable and likable 

heroes in recent spy fiction. To call The English Girl a page turner is an 
oversimplification. Smart, unpredictable, and packed with bits of history, art, heart, 

and imagination, this is a page turner to be savored. 
 

 
A summer wedding stirs up trouble on both sides of the family in this new novel from 
bestselling author Elin Hilderbrand. Hilderbrand takes readers on a touching journey 
in BEAUTIFUL DAY--into the heart of marriage, what it means to be faithful, and how 

we choose to honor our commitments. 



 
Rising media star and lifestyle blogger Grace Stanton’s own life gets torpedoed after 
she drives her cheating husband’s pricey sports car straight into the family swimming 

pool in a fit of anger. Soon she’s locked out of her own palatial home, checking 
account, and blog, forced to move in with her widowed mother who lives above, and 

owns, 
Can Grace figure out a new way home and how strong she needs to be to get there? 
Told with Mary Kay Andrews’s unique blend of humor, heart, and unpredictable plot 
twists, Ladies’ Night will have you raising a glass and cheering these characters on. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

She left her child behind, but couldn't let her go! 
Jessie Ryder, a free-spirited beautiful, independent, strong-willed woman has 

traveled the world working as a photojournalist and lived life on her own terms. This 
beautiful firebrand has a tormented secret, however, and it has haunted her for the 

past 16 years: she gave her baby daughter, Lila, away. Now faced with a devastating 
illness that is causing her to lose her eyesight, she follows her doctor's advice to see 

the most important people in her life before her eyesight fades for good.  
 

 
 

In Don’t Go, Scottoline breaks new ground and delivers the story of a soldier who 
discovers what it means to be a man, a father, and ultimately, a hero. Mike operates 

on a wounded soldier in a war-torn country, He returns home only to discover that the 
life he left behind has fallen apart. His medical practice is in jeopardy, and he is a 
complete stranger to the only family he has left - his precious baby girl. Worse, he 



learns a shocking secret that sends him into a downward spiral. A gripping, thrilling 
and profoundly emotional novel. 

 

 
This no-holds-barred stand-alone from Thriller Award–winner Gardner opens with the 

brutally efficient kidnapping of the Denbe family—father Justin, wife Libby, and 15-
year-old daughter Ashlyn—from their exclusive Back Bay townhouse. The suspense 

builds as the action races to a spectacular conclusion and the unmasking of the plot’s 
mastermind 

 

 
Legendary former Marine sniper Bob Lee Swagger interested in the events of 

November 22, 1963, and the third bullet that so decisively ending the life of John F. 
Kennedy looks into on one of the most enduring controversies of our time. 

 

 

Danielle Steel breaks new ground in her career as a perennial New York Times 
bestseller with the poignant story of two parallel destinies, and the kind of love we all 
hope will be everlasting. Two couples, four decades apart. One believes that if lovers 
die, they find each other again in another life. Or perhaps they wind up as stars side 

by side in the sky, together forever. Who knows how it really ends?  
 

http://lisagardner.com/books/standalone/touch_and_go
http://www.amazon.com/dp/145164020X/ref=as_li_tf_til?tag=masterauthort-20&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=145164020X&adid=1KADJTNM538MVBQJZH6X&&ref-refURL=http://www.stephenhunter.net/
http://daniellesteel.com/blog/until-the-end-of-time/


 

New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Chiaverini illuminates the extraordinary 
relationship the two women shared, beginning in the hallowed halls of the White 

House during the trials of the Civil War and enduring almost, but not quite, to the 
end of Mrs. Lincoln’s days. 

 

  
The Cusslers bring us Pitt’s most dangerous adventure of all. If the NUMA Director 

Dirk and his team don’t succeed in their mission, the world as they know it might end 
up a very different place—and not a pleasant one. 

 
Cussler has another series featuring husband and wife team Sam and Remi Fargo 
who are archaeologists/treasure hunters. 

 

  

http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/bannon-brothers-janet-dailey/1101102123?ean=9780758255778


With relentless suspense and a deft feel for creating men of power and character, 
Janet Dailey introduces three unforgettable brothers: RJ, Linc, and Deke Bannon.  

 

   
Dean Koontz’s gift is that he makes his monsters seem ‘realer,’ and he makes the 

characters who fight [them] as normal as anyone you’d meet on a street. Koontz is one 

of the finest and most versatile suspense writers. 
 

 
STUART WOODS is the author of fifty novels, including the New York Times–bestselling 

Stone Barrington and Holly Barker series. This latest Stone Barrington mystery set in 

Hollywood is sure to please fans. 
 

 
The latest FBI thriller by a best selling author. 

Who is behind the shooting of Judge Ramsey Hunt? Who sent the note to Savich? And 

what does it all mean? Savich and Sherlock race to San Francisco to find outwatching 

their backs all the while. 
 

 
Once upon a time I had the perfect family. I had the perfect husband. I had the 
perfect children. I had the perfect life in the perfect home. And then, as in all 

fairy tales, evil came into our lives and destroyed us. 

http://www.deankoontz.com/the-taking/
http://www.deankoontz.com/odd-apocalypse/
http://www.deankoontz.com/odd-apocalypse/
http://www.deankoontz.com/mr-murder/
http://www.catherinecoulter.com/sites/default/files/images/books/backfire.jpg


 

     
Harlan Coben follows four consecutive #1 New York Times bestsellers with a 

stand-alone thriller in the vein of his beloved breakout novels Caught and Hold 
Tight. When the past refuses to stay buried, three people will discover that the 

American dream can be a nightmare . . .  

 

 
Chasing the Night by Iris Johansen 

Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan is drawn into the mystery of a child that had been 
abducted eight years earlier, and must use her skills with age progression as a way 
to reunite mother and son. But Eve must face looming demons of her own. Try this 

book and the Eve Duncan Trilogy! 
 

 

        
 
 

Read all 5 books in the Edilean Series (Lavender morning, Days of Gold, Scarlet 
Nights, The scent of jasmine and her latest Heartwishes). Deveraux is the author of 
37 New York Times bestsellers 
 

http://www.harlancoben.com/stay-close/
http://www.irisjohansen.com/books.php#87


 
The life of a ten-year-old girl is shattered by two drunken and remorseless young 

men. The mostly white town of Clanton in Ford County, Mississippi, reacts with shock 
and horror at the inhuman crime. Until her black father acquires an assault rifle and 

takes justice into his own outraged hands. 
For ten days, as burning crosses and the crack of sniper fire spread through the 

streets of Clanton, the nation sits spellbound as young defense attorney Jake 
Brigance struggles to save his client’s life–and then his own. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 
 

http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780399157783&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_A&skin=43
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780399157783&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_A&skin=43
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780345515506&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_A&skin=
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780345515506&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_A&skin=
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780446540124&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780399156496&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780399156496&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780312578084&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780312578084&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780316020725&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780316020725&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9781414334097&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9781414334097&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9781439156339&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_A&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9781439156339&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_A&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780727868039&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_A&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780727868039&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_A&skin=sk1


 

 

 

 

 
 
 

http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780307272409&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_B&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780307272409&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_B&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780399155949&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_A&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780399155949&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_A&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9781416570868&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_A&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9781416570868&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_A&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780446547567&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_A&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780446547567&list=CNL4&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=OPAC_A&skin=sk1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780399155819&buyable=&list=Library+Books+of+the+Month&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=SK1
http://library.booksite.com/6919/showdetail/?isbn=9780399155819&buyable=&list=Library+Books+of+the+Month&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=SK1
http://www.booksite.com/texis/scripts/bookletter/showdetail.html?sid=6919&isbn=9780446539753&buyable=&list=Library+Books+of+the+Month&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=SK1
http://www.booksite.com/texis/scripts/bookletter/showdetail.html?sid=6919&isbn=9780446539753&buyable=&list=Library+Books+of+the+Month&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=SK1
http://www.booksite.com/texis/scripts/bookletter/showdetail.html?sid=6919&isbn=9780061128899&buyable=&list=Library+Books+of+the+Month&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=SK1
http://www.booksite.com/texis/scripts/bookletter/showdetail.html?sid=6919&isbn=9780061128899&buyable=&list=Library+Books+of+the+Month&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=SK1
http://www.booksite.com/texis/scripts/bookletter/showdetail.html?sid=6919&isbn=9780670020324&buyable=&list=Library+Book+of+the+Month&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=YES&skin=SK1
http://www.booksite.com/texis/scripts/bookletter/showdetail.html?sid=6919&isbn=9780670020324&buyable=&list=Library+Book+of+the+Month&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=YES&skin=SK1
http://www.booksite.com/texis/scripts/bookletter/showdetail.html?sid=6919&isbn=9780316154857&buyable=&list=Library+Book+of+the+Month&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=YES&skin=SK1
http://www.booksite.com/texis/scripts/bookletter/showdetail.html?sid=6919&isbn=9780316154857&buyable=&list=Library+Book+of+the+Month&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=YES&skin=SK1
http://www.booksite.com/texis/scripts/bookletter/showdetail.html?sid=6919&isbn=9780553805123&buyable=&list=Library+Book+of+the+Month&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=
http://www.booksite.com/texis/scripts/bookletter/showdetail.html?sid=6919&isbn=9780553805123&buyable=&list=Library+Book+of+the+Month&cnlcode=CNL4&opacoption=&skin=

